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The following is a complete list of books published from 1961 to 1993. Full list of SRIT publications is available from SRIT office.

In view of price hike in the printing and stationary cost, the following revisions were made in the prices of Publication with effect from 1st May, 1993 subject to further revision in course of time.

Annual subscription rate of “Bulleting of Tibetology” has also been revised from Rs. 30/- to Rs. 50/- within India, Bhutan and Nepal per annum plus extra postage charges. Subscription rates for other countries has also been revised from US$ 30/- to US$ 50 per annum in clusive of air postage charges.

3. Prajna (xylograph), 1962 200.00
5. Arya Samantabhadracaritatika of Lchansya Khutukhtu Lalitvajra’s commentary in Tibetan, 1963 35.00
7. Tantric Doctrine according to Nyingmapa School of Tibetan Buddhism, 1976. Reprint 1991. 20.00
9. So-sor-thar-pa'i-mlo-'dum-bshad: Thar-lam-bzang-vo'i them-skad, The Vinaya Text, 1979 35.00
10. The ALAMBANA PARISKA OF ASCARYA DIGANAGA by Naiyawsami Shastri, 1980 50.00
11. Aspects of Buddhism, Silver Jubilee commemoration Volume, 1981 150.00
12. SANGS RGYAS STONG, An Introduction to Mahayana Iconography, 1988 200.00
13. TALES THE THANKAS TELL, An Introduction to Tibetan Scroll Portraits, 1989 250.00
15. DAMNGAG MADZOD CATALOGUE, Rinchen Bumzang, Kagyudpa Catalogue Series Vol. I, 1990 250.00
16. RICHARDSON PAPERS, by H. E. Richardson, 1993 Hard Bound 275.00
 Paper Back 245.00
17. Aspects of Classical Tibetan Medicine Special Volume of Bulletin, 1993 245.00
18. KADAM PHACHO (Part I, II, and III) Hard Bound per volume 150.00
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21. HU-LAN-Deb-THER, RED ANNAL (Tibetan Text), 1961 35.00
22. Enthronement of H. H. the XIV Dalai Lama (Tib. Text) 50.00
23. Thugje Shijin (Tib. Text) 1985 30.00
 Paper Back 100.00